Schools need technology that integrates
easily with existing resources like systems
and accounts.

Fit into Existing IT Infrastructure Seamlessly
With Windows AD and LDAP support, Synology NAS can join your existing domain environment easily, or even act as an AD or LDAP
server itself – free of license cost.

Advanced VMware® Support

Virtualisation Ready
Synology NAS offers full virtualization support including VMware
®

®

®

Synology NAS is officially certified for VMware vSphere™ 6.5

vSphere 6.5, Windows Server 2012 and 2016, Citrix XenServer

and VAAI support. Full VAAI support includes Hardware Assisted

and OpenStack®. The support of LUN Snapshot, LUN clone,

Locking (ATS), Block Zero, Full Copy, and Thin Provisioning while

thin provisioning and SSD caching technologies benefit storage

VAAI NAS enables Full Clone and Reserved Space.

efficiency and throughput.

Fully Integrated with Public Cloud
Cloud Sync integrates the advantages of public cloud and private
cloud, enabling you to effortlessly connect your Synology NAS
to public cloud services, such as Amazon Drive, BackBlaze B2,
Dropbox, Google Cloud Storage, Microsoft Azure, OpenStack Swift,
and more.
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Hardware Assisted Locking

Create multiple VMs 9 times faster with ATS
enabled.

Block Zeroing

Create VMs with Write Same support nearly
140 times faster than on a non-VAAI LUN.

Full Copy

Copy VMs on a VAAI LUN 34 times faster
than on a non-VAAI LUN.
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Active Backup for SaaS
Keep a local copy of your SaaS data on Microsoft 365 and Google Workspace to guard against service interruption, accidental deletion,
and malicious attacks. Manage your backup tasks in one place even without IT expertise:

a: Simplified backup management: Simply log into your Microsoft 365/Google Workspace admin account and your data will stay
protected in a continuous manner. New users will be automatically added to backup tasks.
b: Instant content search: Use keywords to filter and retrieve emails, calendars, mail/calendar attachments, or contacts among backed
up accounts.
c: Single instancing: Only unique content will be transferred and stored, thereby reducing backup time and space to optimize storage
efficiency.
d: Granular restore in seconds: Join your Synology NAS to Microsoft Azure AD and Google Secure LDAP, and employees can log into
the self-restore portal simply with their SaaS account.
e: Unlimited accounts and license-free.

Back up and recover Exchange Online, OneDrive for Business,

Protect your Google Workspace My Drive, shared drives, Gmail,

SharePoint Online, contacts, and calendars in Microsoft 365

contacts, and calendars safely on-premises for better data

across the entire organization.

ownership.

Manage One, Manage All
Synology CMS (Central Management System) allows you to quickly and conveniently manage multiple Synology NAS servers. Once CMS
is installed, you can designate your Synology NAS server as the CMS Host and designate other servers as managed servers. The CMS Host
provides a single interface to monitor and maintain the managed servers, allowing you to accomplish the following:
a: Monitor the status of managed servers
b: Create server groups and define policies in order to apply settings to entire server groups
c: Keep each server in your fleet up-to-date and running smoothly by installing packages or performing software updates
d: Delegate administrator permissions to specific users or groups, allowing each administrator to manage pre-defined settings of specific
servers or server groups
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Tampere Vocational College Tredu
Recommended Features: Active Backup for Microsoft 365 / Global Deduplication / SSD Caching

Students

Active Backup

18,000

Microsoft 365

Restoration
Portal

1,000

34,353

68,742

Drive

Email

Accounts

Accounts

34,353

11,711

34,389

Contacts

Sites

Calendars

Live data
restoration

Active Backup
for Microsoft
365
SA3600

12 x 12TB Enterprise HDDs
2 x SNV3500 M.2 NVMe

Arttu Miettunen, Systems Analyst at Tampere, began his search and benchmarked various solutions from major backup providers.
Eventually it was clear Synology could not only resolve the issues of data storage, but also offered backup for Microsoft services with
no license costs. Having the storage hardware and backup as an integrated solution brings further reassurance to the team managing
this task.
An SA3600 unit was deployed with 12 x 12TB Enterprise HDDs, along with the added benefit of 2 x SNV3500 400G, Synology’s M.2
NVMe SSDs to create a cache. The current backup occupies 15TBs of storage, however, as Tampere’s data needed to grow, the team
was
acutely aware that the solution also had to offer scalability. This was an obstacle that the SA3600 can readily handle, with 12 existing
bays in the base unit and the facility to scale up to 180 drives with use of Synology expansion units. In addition, Active Backup for
Microsoft 365 comes with de-duplication in place, which cuts down the backup by 7 terabytes in the first run, achieving 46% saving on
storage media.

